Chair Message:
I have had the great pleasure of serving as Chairman for the last two Chapter years (2017-2018 and 2018-2019). Special thanks to the 2018-2019 ASM Metro NY-NJ Chapter for all their hard work on making this a great chapter year.
I would like to welcome our new Vice-Chairman, Zunjian Yang and our new Chairman, Igor Sevonkaev, who served as Vice-Chairman for the previous two Chapter years, 2017-2018 and 2018-2019.
Chapter Members attended a Plant Tour this past May and then Chapter meetings will be on hiatus for Summer 2019 and the 2019-2020 Chapter Year will begin in September 2019. We look forward to presenting Materials related topics to you again next year.
I will still be involved with the chapter of course, but I am not holding an official elected position for this Chapter Year.
Chairman: Chris Rasmussen
Stryker
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NY/NJ chapter thanks Chris Rasmussen for his work and dedication

Zunjian Yang received Harry E. Lunt Distinguished Service Award
2019-2020 Chapter Executive Board Nomination

**Officers:**

Chairman: Igor Sevonkaev, Linde

Vice Chairman: Zunjian Yang, H & O Engineering

Secretary: Alfred Snowman (NY,’10), Retired – Praxair

Treasurer: Victor Megerman, VHAM Production

Immediate Past Chairman: Chris Rasmussen, Stryker

**Directors:**

**Term through 2020**

Dr. Richard F. Lynch (‘04, ‘05)
Lynch & Associates

Kim Benson-Worth
Power Solution LLC

**Term through 2021**

Dr. Veljko Samardzic (‘10, ‘11)
NJIT

Dr. Robert Sherman (‘02, ‘03, ‘15)
Applied Surface Technologies

Pierre Taubenblat (‘93)
Promet Associates

**Term through 2022**

Nikhil Gupta (‘14)
NYU, Tandon School of Engr.

Michael Gershkovich
Consultant

**Term through 2023**

Larry Abernethy (‘16)
BASF Catalysts, LLC

Dr. Roumiana Petrova (‘09)
NJIT

Krishnakant Patel
Retired Consultant

**Advisory Board:**

Herbert Goldenberg (NY’79, NY’80), AEIS NDT

Satish Punj (‘12, ‘13), Retired Consultant

Colin McCaul (‘08), Retired Consultant
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